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Help Desk System in MIS. 
How it benefits to the 
existing system?
 Help desk is a resource intended to provide the end user with information and support related to an organizations or 
institution’s products and services. The purpose of a help desk is usually to troubleshoot problems or provide guidance 
about their software. A typical help desk can effectively perform several functions. It provides a single (or multiple) 
point of contact for users to gain assistance in troubleshooting, get answers to questions, and solve known problems. A 
help desk generally manages its requests through the use of software such as issue tracking systems. 

As per the directives from NRLM MoRD, Kudumbashree 
implementing“Rural NHG profile creation process”. 
It includes data collection of rural NHGs & members, 
and uploading into NRLM MIS web portal. For this 
process, NHGs’ name, formation date, bank account 
details, NHG leadership status and members aadhaar 
details, bank account details, social category details are 
collecting from field level. Approximately 95% of this 
process is completed. Remaining is progressing. Newly 
created NHG details, and updates from existing NHGs 
will be uploaded regularly into same web portal.

In this web portal, we use help desk to troubleshoot 
all issues raised by various CDS of Kerala. Help desks 
are staffed by people who can either solve the problem 
directly or forward the problem to NRLM else. Help 
desk software provides the means to log in problems and 
track them until solved. Issues are reported from various 
levels. ie, from CD’s level to State level.

For implementing Transaction based SHG Digital 
Accounting System (TBSDAS) in all rural NHGs, 
Transaction based details of all rural NHGs and 
members are uploading into CBOTRANS web portal 
. This is implementing through Kudumbashree. Both 
NHG profile data and transaction details are available 
through this portal. The data contains thrift, loan details, 
loan repayment details, grant from state & central 

government, nhg meeting details, payment &receipt 
details. Grading of NHGs will be available using this 
data. While data uploading, data is added as one time 
from formation date. Later, monthly data is added as 
per progress. This data uploading process is started at 
all rural CDSs, as CDS is the data entry point. This will 
be continued in further years. As per the rollout of this 
process, one laptop and dongle for internet purpose are 
purchased in each rural CDS. Each SHG’s keep a book 
regarding the transaction details of each month. Details 
are given to the CDS accountants to create SHG profiles 
and transaction. The format of the book keeping is shown. 
There are several ways to raise issues by using help desk 
and the flow is shown below.
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issues are forwarded to NRLM. In the NRLM side, they 
check and take necessary action to solve the problems. 
Most of the issues are solved within two days. But some 
issues like Bank branch will takes more than one week. 
We remit about the issues frequently to get a fast and 
better result. The flows of issue reporting are from CDS 
accountant to DPM/NRLM Accountant/Master RP. If 
the issues can be rectified from their side they solved the 
issues. If not, they can report to the State Level MIS team. 
Most of the issues can clear from the state level especially 
in the NRLM MIS web portal. Issues in the Transaction 
based SHG Digital Accounting System (TBSDAS) can be 
reported to NRLM directly. State level collected issues in 
several ways. 

1. Google Spread Sheet – We share a spread sheet 
to DPM/NRLM Accountant/Master RP to raise the 
issues. CDS Accountant can inform the issues to their 
corresponding DPM’s. 
2. Phone call – A phone conversation feels that they’re 
being acknowledged and their issues are being dealt 
with immediately.  Relationship building approach to 
service, directly connecting the people via the telephone 
continues to play an important role.
3. Email - communications by email is a simple and 
convenient way for users to quickly reach out to support 
teams. 
4. Whatsapp - WhatsApp is a touch point that allows 
interacting with people at any time. Group conversations 
can also be done to solve issues. 

These are the methods that commonly used for reporting 
the issues. From the State level, issues that couldn’t solve 
will reported directly to NRLM. For those purpose also 
we depend Phone, Whatsapp, email etc. Moreover we 
raised issues through Help Desk in NRLM MIS web 
portal. This is the official method to raise issues of both 
NRLM MIS web portal and Transaction based SHG 
Digital Accounting System. This option is in NRLM MIS 
web portal. Both State level and District level users can 
raise issues in this portal. 

Steps for raising issue is shown below.
1. Login into the NRLM MIS web portal using the web 
address www.nrlm.gov.in
2. Set Role as State user. 
3. Select Raise issue from the menu.
4. Enter the details of Requesting person and details of 
request in the Complaint System appeared.
5. Attach the files if required.
6. Finally Save the page.
We can see the complaint list which we entered at the 
end of the page. At the NRLM Side they process the issue 
and intimate us when the issue is resolved.  Screen shot 
shows how we raise a complaint to NRLM. Also shows 
the complaint list which we raised earlier.

Role of State level user 
A state level user can perform the following activities
1.  Check the issues raised from DPM/BC/CDS 
accountants.
2.  Validate the issues raised from DPM/BC/CDS 
accountants 
3.  Enter/Update Key system approval dates.
4.  Add Bank details subjected to the condition that the 
bank proposed to add is having branches  in multiple 
districts of the same state, and not having branches in 
the state.
5. If in case the bank proposed to add, has branches in 
multiple districts then the state level user  should inform 
the NMMU MIS team for adding this bank which can be 
accessed by users in CBO TRANS.
6. If in case the bank proposed to add, has branches 
then the state level user should inform the MIS NRLM 
NMMU MIS team for adding this bank which can  be  
accessed by users in CBO TRANS.
7. Add Bank Branch details subjected to the condition 
that the branch proposed to add is being accessed by 
multiple districts.  Particularly in cases where the branch 
is physically located on the border of two districts and is 
accessible by both the districts.
Role of District level user 
They provides all support for NHG profile creation and 
Transaction Based MIS.

Role of Block level user 
A block level user can perform the following activities
1. Inform the State Level MIS team, if any issues raised 
from CDS level.
2. Enter/Update Core Staff team details.
3. Manage SHG Bank linkage details.
4. SHG Registration.
5. All users works at Block level.
6. Mapping in Transaction Based MIS
Role of CDS level user

A CDS level user can perform the 
following activities
1. Data collection, Validation and Data Entries are done 
in this level.
2. They have direct hand over the SHG’s. 
3. Issues are reported directly to their corresponding 
DPM’s. 
4. Provide training.

Methods  of reporting issues      
State Level MIS team use different tools for accessing 
various types of issues from different levels. Most of 
the issues can be solved by state MIS team. But some 
issues that cannot solve from state level. Those types of 
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How to overcome issues:-
To overcome the issues, we have to provide proper 
training to the CDS accountants.  Our target is 237883 
till July but we achieve only 42536.  ie only 17.88%. We 
can provide user manual and proper training to the 
District level, Block level, CDS level and Field level. The 
main issue that we have faced recently is the lack of RPs 
available. Most of the CDS have no RPs. Some have RPs 
but not working properly. Some RPs changes regularly, 
some are not hired. Due to this, DPM’s have overloaded 

and they forced to do the work. Solution is to provide 
good RPs with a satisfied remuneration. Moreover they 
got proper training in time. Shared spreadsheets contains 
the details that they have to entered are
1. SHG name
2. SHG code
3. User id
4. Password
5. Issue type
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Most of the issues raised are
•	 Bank	branch	issues	-	Neither	branch	not	seen	in	

NRLM MIS or in CBO TRANS.
•	 Members	couldn’t	upload	in	CBO.
•	 Bank	branch	to	be	add	in	NRLM	MIS.
•	 Transaction	pages	issues.
•	 Site	issues.

•	 Cutoff	issues.
•	 Wards	addition/correction/Deletion
•	 Mapping	issues
Issues cleared from the state level on time. Issues that 
couldn’t solve by state level will report to NRLM. Some 
issues takes time from their side. But will solve as early 
as possible. The format of spread sheet regarding Bank 
branch is shown.

Monthly Transactions Card for the Month of ____________, Year: 20_______.
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Table shows the Transaction based details till July 2018 of 
various districts of Kerala


